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(c) After the ball has again become live and while the ball is in control of team B. 
(d) After the ball has again become dead following B4’s re-entering the game. 

Interpretation: 
(a) B4 shall be removed from the game immediately. A technical foul shall be charged against 

coach B, recorded as 'B'. 
(b) The game shall be stopped immediately unless team A is placed at a disadvantage. B4 shall 

be removed from the game and a technical foul shall be charged against coach B, recorded 
as 'B'. 

(c), (d) The game shall be stopped immediately. B4 shall be removed from the game and a technical 
foul shall be charged against coach B, recorded as 'B'. 

Statement 5 
If, after having been notified of being no longer entitled to participate because of a fifth foul, a 
player re-enters the game and scores a field goal, commits a foul, or is fouled by an opponent before 
the illegal participation is discovered, the field goal shall count and the foul shall be considered a 
player foul. 

Example: 
After having committed a fifth foul and having been notified of being no longer entitled to 
participate, B4 re-enters the game as a substitute. B4’s illegal participation is discovered after: 
(a) B4 scores a field goal. 
(b) B4 commits a foul. 
(c) B4 is fouled by A4 (fifth team foul). 

Interpretation: 
(a) B4’s field goal shall count. 
(b) B4’s foul is a player foul. 
(c) The two (2) free throws awarded to B4 shall be attempted by his substitute. 
In all cases a technical foul shall be charged against coach B, recorded as 'B'. 

Statement 6 
If, after having committed a fifth foul and not having been notified of being no longer entitled to 
participate, a player remains in or re-enters the game, that player shall be removed from the game as 
soon as the error is discovered without placing the opponents at a disadvantage. No penalty shall be 
applied for the player’s illegal participation. If that player scores a field goal, commits a foul or is 
fouled by an opponent, the field goal shall count and the fouls shall be considered as player fouls. 

Example 1: 
A10 asks to substitute for A4. The ball next becomes dead as a result of a foul by A4 and A10 
enters the game. The officials fail to notify A4 that the foul is his fifth foul. A4 later re-enters the 
game as a substitute. The illegal participation by A4 is realized: 
(a) After the game clock has started and while A4 is participating as a player. 
(b) After A4 has scored a field goal. 
(c) After A4 fouls B4. 
(d) After B4 fouls A4 during an unsuccessful shot for a field goal. 

Interpretation: 
(a) The game shall be stopped and A4 shall be removed from the game immediately and replaced 

by a substitute, without placing team B at a disadvantage. No penalty shall be charged because 
of A4’s illegal participation. 

(b) A4’s field goal shall count. 
(c) A4’s foul is a player foul and penalized accordingly. 
(d) B4 foul. A4’s substitute shall be awarded two (2) or three (3) free throws. 


